DomainTools Iris
Investigative Power from the Leader in Domain and DNS Threat Intelligence

Get Decisive Intelligence, Fast

The Internet can be a great place to hide. There are over 300 million domain names, over 4 billion IP addresses and many more nameservers, hostnames and email addresses within the infrastructure of DNS. Criminals make use of all of these resources to attack their targets, moving often and hiding in plain sight behind Whois privacy and shared hosting environments.

Within this context, threat intelligence analysts and incident response professionals must make critical decisions about proper defenses or countermoves. They need reliable information quickly, and must arm themselves with the best tools and data in order to expose threat infrastructure and defeat criminal networks. Fortunately, they have a potent new tool in the fight—DomainTools Iris.

Iris is a proprietary threat intelligence and investigation platform that combines enterprise-grade domain and DNS-based intelligence with an intuitive web interface, helping security teams quickly and efficiently investigate potential cybercrime and cyberespionage.
Benefits

- **Better Data Gives You Better Answers**—Put the world’s largest database of domain profile information to work for you and avoid the blind spots that come with inferior data sources.

- **Designed By Investigators, For Investigators**—DomainTools works with some of the best cybercrime investigators in the world. Iris was purpose-built for their best practices and methodologies and democratizes threat intelligence by bringing this power to a much broader spectrum of organizations.

- **Changes the Economics of Attribution**—The expense of hiring external expertise or assigning internal resources to adversary analysis has always been prohibitive. DomainTools Iris changes the equation, enabling high-confidence profiling and attribution at costs far below traditional means.

- **Provides Visibility Beyond the Firewall**—Simply identifying malicious domains and IP addresses doesn’t protect organizations against the extended networks operated by threat actors. DomainTools Iris gives organizations the ability to create forensic maps of criminal activity to triage threat indicators, assess risk, and prevent future attacks.

Key Features

- Visualization shows the relationships among entities
- Whois History lets you go back in time
- Create and revisit saved investigations

Who Uses DomainTools?

The largest organizations in the world across all major verticals, including:

- Banking and Finance
- Healthcare
- Energy and Utilities
- Government
- Technology

Try it Out

DomainTools Iris is a premium research tool. If you would like to experience the power of Iris, please email sales@domaintools.com or call 206-838-9020.